
Israel in the Crosshairs 
 
 

Zechariah 2:8 For thus saith the Lord of hosts; After the glory hath he sent 
me unto the nations which spoiled you: for he that toucheth you 
toucheth the apple of his eye. 

 
“Hamas has gone full ISIS, and is now in addition reportedly beheading 
captured Israeli soldiers.” – Victor Davis Hanson 

 
“The Israeli soldiers discovered babies with heads cut off.” – Hen Mazzig  

 
 
Photos have emerged of Jewish children burned alive by Hamas. Hamas is housing 
weapons at schools and hospitals. Meanwhile, a sitting member of Congress, 
Rashida Tlaib, is flying the Palestine flag outside her Congressional office. 
 
Israel's cabinet invoked Article 40 Aleph, officially declaring war for the first time 
since the Yom Kippur War in 1973. 
 
 

Intelligence Failure? 
 
It is the 50th anniversary of the Yom Kippur War.  
 
$16 billion Iran was given back in August (along with the most recent $6 Billion) that we 
all knew would fund terrorism. Why did not our intelligence warn them and their 
intelligence discover the Iran-Hamas plan?  
 
That border is one of the most heavily defended on the planet. Somehow Hamas got 
hundreds of soldiers thru that border with no military response from Israel for hours.  
 
Did perhaps certain people in the Israeli government also want this to happen so they 
could get a war started? How did the iron dome fail in Israel and allow all those rockets 
through? How did so many Hamas soldiers get past the most militarized and protected 
border in the world to slaughter innocent civilians? 
 
A lot of failures had to happen to make this preplanned attack successful. This smells 
something awful! Biden’s (Obama’s) head Iran negotiator has had his clearance pulled 
and is being investigated over classified documents. 
 
 

“I served in the IDF 25 years ago in the intelligence forces … there’s no 
way, in my view, that Israel did not know what’s coming… Something is 
very wrong here.” - Efrat Fenigson 

 



 
“We stand with Israel” is shallow, hollow, rhetoric from this Administration. Our actions 
now speak louder than any words they can utter. 
 
US weapons left behind in Afghanistan were used to attack Israel. A high-ranking 
Israel Defense Forces (IDF) commander said US weapons left in Afghanistan by the 
Biden administration were found in the hands of Palestinian groups active in the 
Gaza Strip. 
 
Very disturbing, a Middle East Monitor reported that Joe Biden approved the release of 
$75 million dollar aid to Palestine just hours before the attack on Israel. In a quiet 
move bypassing Republicans.  
 
US Secretary of State Antony Blinken approved the release of $75 million in crucial food 
assistance for Palestinians just hours before the funds were set to be redistributed 
elsewhere. 
 

“There Is NO WAY In The World ANYONE Can Approach That Border 
Without Us Knowing About It. —- There Is No Way In Hell. They Would 
Wake Me Up For A Pigeon In The Sky” - Israel Infantry Operations Sergeant 

During Operation Protective Edge, Gaza Division, Logistics Support  

 
 
Blinken finally had to admit that cutting the $6,000,000,000 check to Iran caused Hamas 
to attack Israel. But, this is the tip of the iceberg.. 
 

"It's not even just this $6 billion which clearly is going to further enrich Iran, 
its closer to $60 billion..." - John Ratcliffe, Former Director of National Intelligence  

 

Obama funded Iran with $150 Billion and $1.7 Billion pallets full of cash delivered in 
dead of night. Biden funded today’s war with $6 Billion delivered to Iran on 9-11. Biden 
and his cronies have blood on their hands – again. 
 

"We thank the Islamic Republic of Iran who provided us with weapons, 
money and other equipment! He gave us missiles to destroy Zionist 
fortresses, and helped us with standard anti-tank missiles!" - 
Spokesperson of Izzuddin Al-Qassam Brigades, Abu Obaidah 

 
 
Now we know that Egyptian intelligence warnings were ignored by Israel. Why? 
 
Why isn’t Egypt opening their border with Gaza for refugees to get out of harm’s way? It 
would seem that the Arab world wants the Gaza people right where they are. They are 
pawns favoring Hamas’ activity. 
 
Remember when John Kerry was meeting with the Iranians behind the US and 
Trump’s back? Iran supports Hamas as their proxy.  



 
Robert Malley was US Envoy to Iran, appointed by Biden, after having been lead 
negotiator under Obama of Iran Deal.  He has been suspended without pay and the 
FBI now has an open investigation of mishandling classified information -- since 
he only dealt with Iran, it's not hard to guess what country was involved. 
 
Ariane Tabatabai, Chief of Staff to Assistant Sec. of Defense for Special Ops 
Christopher Maier, is a long-time member of the "Iran Experts Initiative" which is a front 
group consisting of "academics" and others who "assist" the U.S. Government in 
dealing with Iran.  Email communications between her and various officials in the Iran 
Government show that she has been taking directions from Tehran and reporting on 
matters learned in her capacity in DOD.   
 

“Imagine the communist regime under Joe Biden hiring an Iranian spy 
who hates Israel who has enough influence to help free up sanctions on 
Iran so they could sponsor a terror attack on Israel and he still works for 
Joe Biden.” – Wendy Patterson  

 
 
 

Compromised 
 

“The Middle East is quieter today than it has been for two decades” – 
Biden’s National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan last week 

 
Some are saying that our intelligence agencies are incompetent. They may be. It is 
more likely that they are compromised, and sold out to the globalist’s agenda. Obama 
made huge inroads by placing members of the Muslim Brotherhood in high-level key 
positions throughout our government, military, and intelligence agencies.  
 

“Our intel community is mostly compromised and politicized.” – Adam 

Housley  
 
Our Deep State shadow government is real. It is our clear and present danger. The 
Swamp runs deep and wide. Most hold to a globalist allegiance. We even have openly 
anti-American Congressmen. Rashida Tlaib is a jihadist and a HAMAS sympathizer. 
 

"Now that the Israel part of Obama’s dream has been achieved, we should 
be prepared for the other shoe to drop. The violence he unleashed in 
Israel will be coming to these shores now." – Lee Smith 

 
Muslim Mafia – Book 
 
 

Intersectionality 
  



There is found intersectionality amongst the globalists behind the Great Reset and 
Islamic nations hell-bent on the annihilation of Israel and America. America must fall 
for the Great Reset to achieve their goal of world control. Illegal Alien invasion of 
Europe, UK, and America serves to erode sovereignty, while placing terrorist cells within 
countries.  
 

“Thanks to Joe Biden's open border, nearly 400 suspected terrorists 
have been apprehended at the Southern Border in FY22 + 23. Around 2 
million gotaways means we have no idea how many terrorists made it 
into America.” – Charlie Kirk  

 
The globalists want chaos, war, and civil war. The EU and WEF, and NGOs like 
George Soros’ Open Society Foundation, are actively funding and facilitating the 
invasions like what we see at our southern border. This is going on worldwide. 
Muslims, and other terrorists, are useful pawns in their effort to disrupt stable societies. 
Remember Soros’ dream is to see America fall before he dies.  
 

“If you don’t think they are importing criminal gangs from the open 
border as an army to slaughter your children in front of you, then you’re 
hopeless. You don’t understand anything. You’ll enjoy the big game today, 
and soon it’ll be too late for your house.” - Cernovich 

 
This should be a wakeup call for America. Will we heed the warning? The hour is late.  
 

“Attack on Israel by Democrat-funded Iran/Hamas should be a wakeup 
call to the Biden/Democrat fueled invasion at US border by millions of 
military-aged men from all over the world. Republicans shouldn’t allow 
anything to move in Congress until we close our border immediately.” – 
Jim DeMint  

 
 

Indifference 
 
Our response says it all. While Hamas holds Americans hostage, with four presumed 
dead now, Joe Biden was enjoying a BBQ picnic with a live band. Meanwhile, 
Secretary Blinken is blinking with a confused look and inane comments, spending more 
time covering for inept actions of our Government. 
 
Warmonger Senator Lindsey Graham is on the alleged list of lawmakers being 
funneled kickbacks from our US tax dollars that are going to Ukraine, having allegedly 
pocketed north of $82 million according to a top Ukrainian official. He is, of course, 
pushing for a full-scale engagement in the Middle East. It pays well! Follow the money.  
 
And, of course, this is political fodder for opportunist wannabes. Backstabber and 
turncoat traitor, Mike Pence just out did himself as he refers to President Trump as 
“retreating from the World?” 



 
“This is what happens when we have leading voices like Donald Trump, 
Vivek Ramaswamy, and Ron DeSantis signaling retreat from America’s 
role as leader of the free world. When I’m President of the United 
States, we’ll lead from American Strength.” – Mike Pence  

 
The man, who crushed ISIS, created the Abraham Accords, prevented any new wars, 
revitalized NATO and killed Obama’s Iran Deal? Is he really talking about Trump? 
 
 

Paying for War – Objective 
 
On August 17, 2023 President Trump criticized Joe Biden for giving Iran $6 billion 
dollars and said that this deal was: 
 

“’Extremely deadly’ and that the payment would be immediately used to 
start violence, bloodshed and mayhem throughout the Middle East and 
all around the world, Iran would use this money on for their nuclear 
weapons deal program which would put Israel, the United States and the 
whole world in very grave peril. Costing countless innocent lives. … Biden 
put a bounty on every American head.” 

 
Now there are too many questions. 
 
The shallow assessments, and the utter nonsense, surrounding the reasons for the 
attack on Israel are incredible. One suggested this was a spur of the moment attack in 
response to Jews praying on the Temple Mount during Yom Kippur.  
 
If it was a factor, it was a small factor. To those paying attention, this was a highly 
funded, planned, coordinated, choreographed, practiced, and carefully executed 
attack. This did not just happen as a kneejerk reaction.  
 
There is a 2,000 year-old blood feud playing out here. It is a rabid hatred of Jews and 
Zion, and America – you know, us, the great satan. This is spiritual.  
 
Officers from Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps have been working with 
Hamas since August to train terrorists for their complex attack on Israel, which 
involved assaults from the air, land and sea. Today the President of Iran called the 
leader of Hamas to congratulate him on the attack he carried out against Israel. 
 

“In less than 3 years - the installed Biden regime has destroyed our 
border, destroyed our economy, destroyed our energy independence, and 
caused massive wars across the globe ... Oh yeah - and it's all on 
purpose.” – Catturd 

 
 



Let’s look back two years. This did not start today. It has been in the making since 
Biden took office, before … go back to Obama. Remember when Obama sent $221 
million to Palestine in his final hours in office, and pallets of cash to Iran?  
 
Remember when Pentagon sent U.S. Arms stored in Israel to Ukraine? Well is it any 
surprise what’s now happening to Israel knowing that Obama is pulling the puppet 
string on the Biden regime? 
 
 
Ted Cruz says, Biden has given Iran over $40 Billion in cash and oil sanctions relief. 
Here’s what that $$ bought: 
 

“Iranian security officials helped plan Hamas’s Saturday surprise 
attack on Israel and gave the green light for the assault at a meeting in 
Beirut last Monday.” - WSJ 

 
Hamas Terrorists are using advanced weaponry to shoot down and attack IDF 
helicopters in Israel. Once again clear evidence that Biden has through failures in 
Afghanistan and lack of oversight in Ukraine handed weapons and weapon systems to 
Nazi Ukraine which are now being used to attack Jews in their homeland. 
 
Wouldn’t you know it, Zelensky is upset that he is losing attention and money to Israel 
so he has concocted the conspiracy theory that Putin is behind everything 
happening in Israel and Gaza. 
 
 
After 9 Americans were confirmed dead in Israel, Joe Biden called a lid at 11:32 AM.  
He will not be giving a briefing or making any official statements.  The world is at war 
and Americans are dying and the President of the United States is taking a nap! 
 
Even the European Union, which is one of the most liberal governing bodies on the 
planet, announced they were halting aid to Palestine before Biden. 
 

“The Biden administration has contributed to the notion that Hamas 
was a legitimate Middle-East player. It fueled the perception that the 
U.S. was backing away from its traditional support for Israel—to the 
delight of Hamas—based on inexplicable policies.” – Victor Davis Hanson  

 
We need the man who doesn’t sleep. 
 

“We will cut off the money to Palestinian terrorists on Day One. And we 
will re-impose the travel ban on terror-afflicted countries so that the 
bloodshed and killing we saw this week will NEVER reach American 
soil.” - President Trump in New Hampshire 

 
 



Invitation 
 
Iran just invited Israel and the US to a new war in the Middle-East. Taking the bait 
will accelerate the inevitable decline of the bankrupt US Government. Imagine US wars 
in Ukraine, Iran and Taiwan simultaneously plus North Korea attacking the South. This 
smells of a coordinated geostrategic checkmate.  
 
Now, we are nearly in it. The United States military has just ordered the movement 
of the USS Gerald R. Ford Carrier Strike Group, including the USS Normandy  as 
well as other guided missile destroyers, to the  Eastern Mediterranean. The Aircraft F-
35 F -15 F-16 and A-10 fighter squadrons are part of the Air Power that has been 
ordered to assist.  
 
We are bankrupt and cannot handle more wars. We added $513 billion in total debt over 
the past 18 days to an all time high $33.513 trillion. But, that want stop this 
Administration. That is the plan. 
 
Not to worry. I am sure that Iran is shaking in their boots at the prospect of Dr. 
‘Rachel’ Levine, and ‘his’ Leftist, effeminate, woke, gay, transgender, DEI cronies 
coming for them.  
 
 
 

Saudi Card - Objective 
 

"The Kingdom’s continuous stand by the Palestinian people to achieve  
their legitimate rights to a decent life, realize their hopes and  aspirations, 
and achieve just and lasting peace." - Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman 

 
Here is the hidden intent of the Biden Adminstration. Saudi Arabia has informed the 
US Secretary of State, Antony Blinken, that it is ending all negotiations on 
normalizing relations with Israel. 
 
The peace process between Israel and Saudi Arabia has been completely derailed. 
Regardless of the lies the MSM spew, Biden has been working to stop this effort 
since day one. Barack Obama and his cronies, including his puppet Biden, have been 
funneling money to Iran and Hamas for over a decade. 
 

“In the Trump Administration, we blocked money for Palestinian terrorists. 
But hours after Biden came in, he gave $230 million to the very 
terrorists who committed these barbaric acts.” – Mike Pompeo 

 
 
 

Southern Border - Objective 
 



“We just saw Hamas brutally murder 900+ Israelis, most all civilians. If you 
want to know what else they’re after, this Hamas Commander tells you. 
They want to kill every Jew and every Christian—and take control of the 
“entire 510 million sq. kilometers of Planet Earth.” If you think what is 
happening in Israel is limited to Israel, think again. “Pray for the peace 
of Jerusalem!” (Psalm 122:6)” – Franklin Graham  

 
 
Do not take your eyes off of the Southern Border. Having a fully open Southern 
Border at a time when America is funding wars all over the globe is a complete 
disaster waiting to happen. We have never been more vulnerable to a terror attack on 
American soil as we are today. 
 
99% of the illegals Biden has freed into the US are still here. ICE has been 
dismantled. CBP has been turned into a free shuttle service for illegals. And the cartels 
are the ones in charge. 
 
The pro-Hamas gatherings, protests and demonstrations across America and 
Canada should be alarming. We witnessed huge crowds of Hamas supporters gather 
in support of the attack on Israel in cities all over America. But, it is in our Government: 
 

“The Justice Department  invited an Iranian backed Judge from Iraq 
to Washington. The State Department outed the DoJ for doing it - and 
then DoJ uninvited the same radical. Combine this with the Pentagon 
and State already hiring pro-Iranian Regime appointees and we have 
a confirmed infiltration of radicals in the Biden Administration.” – Richard 

Grenell  
 
Tom Fitton, of Judicial Watch, says that a high-level Iranian spy ring was busted in 
Washington. Well, that’s a start. But, Obama Muslim appointees still hold high-level 
posts throughout our government, military, and universities. 
 

“How many Hamas-trained fighting-age males has Joe Biden let into 
this country? Does the US government know? Or care? Does anybody?” 
– Dinesh D’Souza  

 

A United States border patrol agent is on camera confirming that Venezuela has 
emptied their prisons. We have multiple videos pointing towards the United Nations 
importing this army into America. We’ve been witnessing the systematic takedown of 
America; this may be the grand finale in the making.  
 
Internal CBP data provided and confirmed by CBP sources reveals thousands of 
“special interest aliens” from mostly Middle Eastern countries have been 
apprehended by Border Patrol while crossing into U.S. illegally over last 2 years.  
 

 Syria: 538 



 Yemen: 139 

 Iran: 659 

 Iraq: 123 

 Afghanistan: 6,386 

 Lebanon: 164 

 Egypt: 3,153 

 Pakistan: 1,613 

 Mauritania: 15,594 

 Uzbekistan: 13,624 

 Turkey: 30,830 
 
A special interest alien is a term used by the U.S. government to refer to people 
coming from countries that have conditions that favor or harbor terrorism, or pose 
a potential national security to the U.S.  
 
What about all the ones they missed? 
 
Border Patrol sources say that they have extreme concerns about who is coming into 
the country because they have little to no way of vetting people from these special 
interest countries. 
 
Muslim Brotherhood told BLM Marxists: ‘your jihad is our jihad.’ BLM issued a 
statement of solidarity with Hamas. Be prepared. 
 
 

Timely Distraction - Objective 
 
The illegal Biden regime was under investigation on all fronts and several of its key 
officials were headed for impeachment just before this war started. How fortuitous!  
 
Do not be distracted. Don’t lose sight of other important news. It is very interesting 
timing given what is going on here. All of this is out of the news now. 
 

 Hunter is out of the news 

 Border is out of the news 

 Ukraine is out of the news 

 Speaker drama out of the news 

 Biden Crime Family is out of the news 

 Worldwide illegal immigrant invasion is out of the news 

 Horrible economy is out of the news 
 
What a lucky break for Biden and the Democrats. 
 

“The Biden-Obama regime gave Iran $6 billion. Then it placed an 
Iranian woman high up in the Pentagon. Then it hired an Iranian spy 



as its envoy to Iran. But you still think this regime was ‘surprised’ by this 
war on Israel?” – Emerald Robinson  

 
What happened, literally over night, will persist going forward into the elections. 
Once relatively unified over draconian COVID insanity and the vaccine war crimes, now 
divided over which people in Israel we should defend unquestioningly. Again, how 
timely!  
 

“Your president believes that climate change and white people are our 
biggest threat.” – Tomi Lahren  

 
 

Israel - (Miracle that is Israel) 
 
 
Israel is: 
 

 The bull’s-eye of the world  

 A place where the past, present and future converge  

 The epicenter of the future  
 
Israel, with merely 8.7 Million People (6.5 M Jews), stands against 22 Nations with 
500 Million people hell-bent on her annihilation 
 
Israel is living out Biblical Prophecy before our eyes  
 

“In Israel, in order to be a realist, you must believe in miracles.” - David 

Ben Gurion, First Prime Minister 

 
Genesis 35:10 (Jacob, 1653 BC) And God said unto him … thy name shall not be called 
any more Jacob, but Israel ... 12 And the land which I gave Abraham and Isaac, to thee 
I will give it, and to thy seed after thee will I give the land. 
 
Leviticus 26:33 (1400 BC) And I will scatter you among the heathen, and will draw out 
a sword after you: and your land shall be desolate, and your cities waste. 
 
Deuteronomy 30:3 That then the Lord thy God will turn thy captivity, and have 

compassion upon thee, and will return and gather thee from all the nations, whither 

the Lord thy God hath scattered thee … 5 And the Lord thy God will bring thee into 

the land which thy fathers possessed, and thou shalt possess it; and he will do thee 

good, and multiply thee above thy fathers. 

Jeremiah 30:3 For, lo, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will bring again the 
captivity of my people Israel and Judah, saith the Lord: and I will cause them to 
return to the land that I gave to their fathers, and they shall possess it. 
 



Isaiah 11:11 And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall set his hand again 
the second time to recover the remnant of his people, which shall be left, ... 12 And 
he shall set up an ensign for the nations, and shall assemble the outcasts of Israel, 
and gather together the dispersed of Judah from the four corners of the earth. 
 
Amos 9:11 In that day … I will raise up his ruins, and I will build it as in the days of old: 

… 14 And I will bring again the captivity of my people of Israel, and they shall build 

the waste cities, and inhabit them; and they shall plant vineyards, and drink the wine 

thereof; they shall also make gardens, and eat the fruit of them. 15 And I will plant 

them upon their land, and they shall no more be pulled up out of their land which I 

have given them, saith the Lord thy God. 

“God still wants to complete with the Jews the plan for redeeming the 
world … This is why God has preserved … a sacred remnant of Israel … 
the chosen people.” - Dietrich Bonhoeffer 

 
Zechariah 12:2 Behold, I will make Jerusalem a cup of trembling unto all the people 
round about … 3 And in that day will I make Jerusalem a burdensome stone for all 
people: all that burden themselves with it shall be cut in pieces, though all the 
people of the earth be gathered together against it. 
 
All End-time Prophecy is Jerusalem-centric 
 
 

Israel – Why do I care? 
 
Okay – I get it; God has brought the Jews back into their land a second time and they 
will not be removed, in fact they will be blessed there … Why do I care? 
 

 1,878 years of no prophecy being fulfilled … now in our lifetime 

 God is at work 

 God is Setting the stage – culmination of World History 

 30%+ of Scripture deals with Restored Israel, end of time and Christ’s return – 7x 
more prophecy regarding Christ’s Second Coming 

 We could be the generation – see the opening of the 70th Week of Daniel  
 
 
Genesis 49:10 The sceptre (authority) shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver from 
between his feet (descendants), until Shiloh (Messiah) come. 
 
 


